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Tech evolves at a highoctane pace. Ensure your
app security keeps up.
Stay ahead of threats with
pinpoint insights about application
vulnerabilities.
Creating applications can improve customer experience,
streamline operational processes, or even transform business
models. It may even be one of your corporate strategies. But
each application has security implications. And not keeping your
app security up to speed with your changes increases the risk of
cybercriminals disrupting your business.
To help you stay a step ahead, Outpost24 has developed
the industry’s most complete process to identify application
weaknesses and correlate with infrastructure vulnerabilities.
It begins with our expertise as ethical hackers and application
Penetration testing service (Pen test). We’ve put that knowledge
into an automated tool—Appsec Scale—that accelerates
your understanding of risk, and we top it off with Secure Web
Application Tactics (SWAT & SNAPSHOT), a hybrid automated
tool plus Pen testing service that enables you to keep business
critical applications free from disruption. So when you’re racing
against hackers to your vulnerabilities, we’ll give you a head start.

More than 3 out of 5 survey respondents reduced security
flaws by 50% or more with Outpost24’s Appsec solutions.
Source: 2017 survey of Outpost24 users

When to improve your
application security solution:

Business would be impaired by
disruption to web applications
resulting in loss of revenue or inability
to serve customers

Unsure about risk levels of internally
developed or commercial web
applications and web interfaces

Applications are developed with an
agile process and are constantly
changing, but the DevOps process
does not include a complete
security analysis

Human-based Pen testing
is expensive, so testing is infrequent
with large gaps of time between tests

Application security testing is
uncoordinated with other vulnerability
assessments leaving uncertainty
about true security posture
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Continuous testing with minimal
impact on business and bottom line.
Outpost24 Appsec web application insights.
There are two business drivers in application security testing: cost and time. One-time penetration (Pen) testing
gives you a thorough view of vulnerabilities. But if you make a change to the app or the infrastructure on which
it runs, you’ll need to test again to ensure you didn’t introduce new vulnerabilities. Regular Pen testing gets
expensive fast. Alternatively, automated testing—such as Appsec Scale—gives you a good balance of speed to
business-results for the volume of applications that keep your business moving ahead.
Our hybrid solution, SWAT, combines our automated testing with human Pen testing by Outpost24 security
experts for business-critical apps. For agile DevOps processes, this testing can be conducted for every app
change faster than—and just as deep as—Pen testing. You can adjust a combination of Pen testing, bulk testing
and hybrid testing to meet the complete needs of your application security strategy. And because we evaluate
both the application and the infrastructure on which it runs, Outpost24 can present a more complete view of risk.
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Feature comparison
Scale
Automated testing

Snapshot - 30
day pen testing

SWAT
Hybrid testing

Continuous

One Time, 30 days

Continuous

Unlimited users







Unlimited updates







Unlimited 24/7 support







Zero Deployment effort

Internal needs some
deployment effort





Evaluation frequency

Scan configuration

Manual /Managed
optional

Managed

Network and service scanning







Advanced app authentication setting







Limited to scan window

Limited to testing time

Unlimited

Maximum number of links
Continuous detection





Unlimited re-test and verification



30 day

Unlimited

Test newly deployed content







Detect changed credentials



Supports Internal WEb Apps





Proof of exploitability





Zero touch configuration





Smart form testing





Smart vulnerability grouping





Zero false positives





Multi-factor authentication testing





In-depth penetration testing





Business logic testing





Vulnerability ratings put in context





Context aware CVSS scoring





30 day limit



Verification and remediation support



Onboarding teleconference
Expert testing support within tool
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In-depth look at our solutions
SWAP/SNAPSHOT hybrid testing—dashboard

Highlight the findings of your
most recent changes

Focus on trends
that impact risk

SWAP/SNAPSHOT hybrid testing—test results

Detailed recreation flow helps
you understand remediation

Discuss findings and
issues with the experts
right in the tool

Appsec Scale—application enrollment

Stay in control of testing
traffic for each application

Simple onboarding process
reduces time spent for volume
application testing

Appsec Scale—test results

Risk score indexing helps
you focus on the biggest
impact

Detailed insights show how
test was run to simplify
remediation

Keep your security ahead of the game at
outpost24.com/web-app-security
Outpost24 Headquarters
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Sweden

Outpost24 US
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